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MASCOT2, a Lander to Characterize the Target of an Asteroid Kinetic Impact or Deflection Test Mission
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**ABSTRACT**

In the course of the AIDA/AIM mission studies\(^{1,2}\) a lander has been studied to be deployed on the moon of the binary Near-Earth Asteroid system, 65803 Didymos. The AIDA technology demonstration mission, composed of a kinetic impactor, DART, and an observing spacecraft, AIM, has been designed to deliver vital data to determine the momentum transfer efficiency of the kinetic impact and key physical properties of the target asteroid. This will enable derivation of the impact response of the object as a function of its physical properties, a crucial quantitative point besides the qualitative proof that the asteroid has been deflected at all.

A landed asset on the target asteroid greatly supports analyzing its dynamical state, mass, geophysical properties, surface and subsurface structure. The lander’s main instrument is a bistatic, low frequency radar (LFR)\(^{3}\) to sound the interior structure of

---


the asteroid. It is supported by a camera (MasCAM)\textsuperscript{4}, a radiometer (MARA)\textsuperscript{5}, an accelerometer (DACC), and, optionally, also a magnetometer (MasMAG)\textsuperscript{6}. MASCOT2 is a small (~13kg) lander, based on the design of MASCOT\textsuperscript{7,8} which is part of the Hayabusa2 mission. The lander will be deployed from the mother spacecraft and soft-land on "Didymoon". After several bounces and likely re-location and self-righting by an internal mobility mechanism, it will operate for several months on the asteroid surface and provide detailed information about its landing site and the physical properties of the surface material. Its operational concept shall enable an internal structural analysis of Didymoon before and after the impact. Besides the lander unit of the LFR, a camera will provide high-resolution images of the landing area, and accelerometers will interpret the bouncing dynamics. During the DART impact, MASCOT2 will possibly be able to detect the seismic shock with its accelerometers. Exact timing could give valuable information on the internal structure (from the velocity of p-waves).

MASCOT2 will also serve as a technology demonstrator for asteroid landing and extended operations, powered by a solar generator imounted on deployable panels. We describe the science concept, mission analysis, foreseen deployment utilizing three-body dynamics, the selected instruments, the operational timeline, and the latest status of the lander's design on the background of the MASCOT, its highly responsive Concurrent Engineering (CE) & AIV approach supported by Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE).

AIM funding has not been fully confirmed by ESA Member States during the ESA ministerial council meeting in 2016, yet the concept of MASCOT2 stays valid. With appropriate tailoring and optimization to the respective mission, it will be considered for future missions.
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